BENNINGTON COLLEGE PRESENTS

MEREDITH MONK’S

A CELEBRATION SERVICE

recreated by Tom Bogdan and Allison Easter
with special assistance from Laura Woodward

Performed by
Kirk Jackson, Jenny Rohn and Tom Bodgan's Production Class:
Natalie Apar, Genevieve Belleveau, Jessalyn Brown, Christopher Burgan, Tavo Carbone, Benjamin Garner,
Joshua Goldstein, Emma Guthrie, Ava Heller, Jonathan Hoefs, Katie Jackson, Emily Kilduff, Sarah King,
Kathryn Miller, Thomas Mixon, Wren Leader, Eli Phillips, Ann Pibal, Carly Pildis, Amy Ross, Brian Schultis,
Matthew Scott, Thomas Shoemaker, Ayn Slavis, Juliet Tondowski, Andray Volney and Laura Woodward

with members of Terry Creach's Dance Intensive Class:
Peter Barnard, Jazmine Carroll, Claire Davis, Iris Dauterman, Maia Friedman, Jessica Green, Lauren Harris,
Ian Kowaleski, Emily Mazur, Amber Moore, Emily Morehouse, Ann Pierce-Slive, Jennifer Stanley,
Hannah Torkelson and Tess Vinnedge

Lighting: Madeline Best
Stage Management: Rebecca Lifton
Sound Design: Bailey Math and Mark Stone
Costumes: Daniel Michaelson

GREENWALL AUDITORIUM
SATURDAY and SUNDAY
DECEMBER 3 and 4, 2005, 8:00 p.m.